Nucleotide excision repair of 5-formyluracil in vitro is enhanced by the presence of mismatched bases.
5-Formyluracil (fU) is a major thymine lesion produced by reactive oxygen radicals and photosensitized oxidation. Although this residue is a potentially mutagenic lesion and is removed by several base excision repair enzymes, it is unknown whether fU is the substrate of nucleotide excision repair (NER). Here, we analyzed the binding specificity of XPC-HR23B, which initiates NER, and cell-free NER activity on fU opposite four different bases. The result of the gel mobility shift assay showed that XPC-HR23B binds the fU-containing substrates in the following order: fU:C >> fU:T > fU:G > fU:A. Furthermore, in the presence of XPC-HR23B, the dual incision activity was the same as the order of the binding affinity of XPC-HR23B to fU. Therefore, it is concluded that even fU, regarded as a shape mimic of thymine, can be recognized as a substrate of NER incision, and the efficiency depends on instability of the base pair.